Mindful attention reduces neural and self-reported cue-induced craving in smokers
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An emerging body of research suggests that mindfulness-based interventions may be beneficial for smoking cessation and the treatment of other addictive disorders. One way that mindfulness may facilitate smoking cessation is through the reduction of craving to smoking cues. The present work considers whether mindful attention can reduce self-reported and neural markers of cue-induced craving in treatment seeking smokers. Forty-seven (n = 47) meditation-naïve treatment-seeking smokers (12-h abstinent from smoking) viewed and made ratings of smoking and neutral images while undergoing functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). Participants were trained and instructed to view these images passively or with mindful attention. Results indicated that mindful attention reduced self-reported craving to smoking images, and reduced neural activity in a craving-related region of subgenual anterior cingulate cortex (sgACC). Moreover, a psychophysiological interaction analysis revealed that mindful attention reduced functional connectivity between sgACC and other craving-related regions compared to passively viewing smoking images, suggesting that mindfulness may decouple craving neurocircuitry when viewing smoking cues. These results provide an initial indication that mindful attention may describe a ‘bottom-up’ attention to one’s present moment experience in ways that can help reduce subjective and neural reactivity to smoking cues in smokers.
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INTRODUCTION

Nearly, half of the adult smokers attempt to quit each year, but the majority of quit attempts are unsuccessful, even with clinical intervention (Hughes et al., 2004; Center for Disease Control and Prevention, 2008; United States Public Health Service, 2008). Whether successful or not, smoking cessation is a significant stressor, causing disturbances of mood, cognition, sleep and cigarette craving, all of which may persist long term (Piasecki et al., 1998; Gilbert et al., 1999, 2002). Therefore, identifying novel behavioral treatments to reduce these consequences is of the utmost importance.

Recently, interest has grown in the use of mindfulness-based treatments for addictive disorders, including smoking (Witkiewitz et al., 2005; Brewer et al., 2010). Mindfulness is often defined as attention to moment-to-moment experience, coupled with a nonjudgmental, accepting attitude toward that experience (Bishop et al., 2004). Mindfulness-based approaches have demonstrated efficacy for a variety of psychiatric concerns (Brown et al., 2007; Chiesa and Serretti, 2011; Fjorback et al., 2011). To date, mindfulness-based addiction treatments have shown promise in nonrandomized pilot studies for smoking cessation (Altnner, 2002; Witkiewitz et al., 2005, 2010; Davis et al., 2007; Bowen and Marlatt 2009). In the first randomized, controlled trial of a mindfulness-based intervention for smoking cessation, Brewer et al. (in press) found that mindfulness training was associated with reductions in smoking and improvements in biochemically validated abstinence, both immediately after treatment and at 17-week follow-up, in comparison to a standard behavioral cessation paradigm.

One way mindful attention might help smokers is through reductions in craving (Brewer et al., in press). Cigarette craving has been identified as an important factor in cessation attempts, as individuals with high levels of craving are more likely to relapse (e.g. Killen and Fortmann, 1997), and craving often directly precedes relapse (Allen et al., 2008). In the Buddhist tradition, craving is considered one of the five hindrances, whose influence could be lessened by the deployment of mindful attention (Fronsdal, 2005). Mindful attention has been shown to help alleviate negative...
emotional states, such as distress (e.g. Jain et al., 2007) and may therefore have benefits against craving as well. (For a theoretical and empirical review of mindfulness, see Brown et al., 2007.)

Several studies have examined the relationship between mindfulness, cigarette craving and smoking. Vidrine et al. (2009) found that among smokers enrolled in a cessation study, dispositional mindfulness was linked to lower baseline nicotine dependence, greater sense of agency regarding cessation and other factors known to predict success in quitting. Bowen and Marlatt (2009) randomly assigned smokers to receive mindfulness instructions or no instructions during cue-induced craving. Mindfulness instructions were associated with significant decreases in smoking over the subsequent 7 days. Similarly, Rogojanski et al. (2011) randomly assigned smokers to apply either mindfulness-based or suppression-based coping skills in response to experimentally induced craving, and found that smokers who applied mindfulness-based strategies reported reductions in negative affect, depressive symptoms and nicotine dependence 1 week later.

**Experimental methods for studying craving**

Cue-induction methods have been developed to explore the subjective experience of craving in drug-dependent populations (Carter and Tiffany, 1999). In these paradigms, individuals view drug-related stimuli and report on their craving (which can increase during cue exposure in abstinent populations). Neuroimaging studies of cue-induced craving have revealed increases in activity in anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC) and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), ventral striatum (VS), precuneus and cuneus, motor control areas in the basal ganglia and supplementary motor areas (e.g. Due et al., 2002; David et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2005; McBride et al., 2006; Smolka et al., 2006; Brody et al., 2007; McClernon et al., 2008). A recent meta-analysis highlights a central role for craving-related activity in VS, amygdala, temporo-parietal junction and ACC, including the subgenual region (sgACC), in nicotine dependence (Kühn and Gallinat, 2011). Moreover, Sinha and Li (2007) suggest that cue-induced activity in medial prefrontal cortex (PFC), ACC (and posterior cingulate cortex), striatum and posterior insula predict relapse after a cessation attempt. Further evidence of the role of cue-induced craving networks for cigarette smoking comes from pharmacological studies. Bupropion (a prescription medication used to aid in smoking cessation) was found to attenuate cue-induced sgACC activity (Brody et al., 2004), and extinction-based treatment with nicotine replacement therapy attenuates cue-induced activity in amygdala (McClernon et al., 2007).

Cue-induced craving approaches have recently attracted criticism due to the limited predictive ability of self-reported craving in such paradigms (Perkins, 2009; see also Shiffman, 2009; Tiffany, 2009). Nevertheless, much evidence directly links craving to drug taking (Shiffman et al., 1996, 1997; Killen and Fortmann, 1997; Catley et al., 2000; O’Connell et al., 2004; Allen et al., 2008; Epstein 2009, 2010; Preston et al., 2009). Further, exposure to drug cues has been linked to relapse following treatment (Shiffman et al., 1986; Bliss et al., 1989). Finally, as patterns of cue-induced neural activity and concomitant self-reported craving have been increasingly studied in relation to both applied cognitive strategies and smoking cessation treatments, cue-reactivity paradigms have greater potential to inform a mechanistic understanding of nicotine addiction (Brody et al., 2007; McClernon et al., 2007; Sinha and Li, 2007; Janes et al., 2010; Chua et al., 2011).

Interestingly, of two prior studies that have examined mindful attention during a cue-induction paradigm, neither found significant reductions in self-reported craving (Bowen and Marlatt, 2009; Rogojanski et al., 2011). However, to our knowledge, no cue exposure studies have examined how mindful attention affects craving in a neuroimaging environment.

**Neural pathways linking mindful attention to reduced craving: regulation vs reduced reactivity**

There are two candidate neural pathways that link mindful attention to reduced craving. First, mindful attention may recruit ‘regulatory’ regions in a top-down manner. A large body of work has identified the neural circuitry underlying cognitive regulation of emotions (Ochsner et al., 2002; Lieberman, 2007), comprising upregulation of prefrontal regions such as dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC), and down-regulation of subcortical limbic regions such as amygdala and VS (Garavan et al., 2000; Heatherton, 2011; Heatherton and Wagner, 2011). There is some indication that craving can be regulated in this manner as well (Kober et al., 2010). In support of this regulatory pathway, we have previously found that individuals high in dispositional mindfulness show increased lateral PFC and decreased amygdala activity when explicitly instructed to label affective stimuli (Creswell et al., 2007). Likewise, Farb et al., (2007) trained participants in an experiential attention (similar to mindful attention), and found increased activity in executive regions including DLPFC and ventral lateral PFC (VLPC). More recent work by this group likewise found increased activity in attention-related regions such as dorsal anterior cingulate and lateral PFC during negative emotion induction in participants who received 8 weeks of mindfulness training compared to controls (Farb et al., 2010). Supporting this view, a recent review of neuroimaging studies of mindfulness meditation concluded that alterations to top-down processing underlie the beneficial effects of mindfulness for psychiatric concerns (Chiesa et al., 2010).

Alternatively, however, mindful attention may reduce craving by directly decreasing craving-related neural ‘reactivity’. Specifically, this perspective posits that mindful attention operates in a more ‘bottom-up’ manner, through
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a nonjudgmental stance toward one’s experience. Indeed, several reviews have pointed out the difference between mindful awareness and explicit emotion regulation (Shapiro et al., 2006; Chambers et al., 2009). Support for this hypothesis comes from recent work demonstrating that mindfulness practice improves bottom-up attentional processes (Jha et al., 2007; Slagter et al., 2007). Recently, van den Hurk et al. (2010) found that experienced meditators showed decreased intersensory facilitation, directly supporting the reduced reactivity account. Moreover, several studies suggest that mindfulness can reduce activity in craving related limbic and paralimbic regions without any recruitment of PFC regulatory regions. For example, there is reduced resting state activity in bilateral amygdala in mindful individuals (Way et al., 2010), and mindful attention has been found to reduce reactivity in pain-related regions in experimentally induced pain (Kober et al., 2011; Zeidan et al., 2011).

The purpose of the present study is to test the ‘regulation’ vs ‘reduced reactivity’ account for how mindful attention may reduce craving among adult smokers. This study focuses on tasks conducted prior to treatment delivery in a broader smoking cessation trial. Specifically, we used a cue-induction paradigm in meditation-naïve smokers who had been abstinent for 12 h (biochemically verified). An active ‘regulation’ account predicts that mindful attention acts in a top-down manner and will recruit lateral PFC regions (previously associated with regulation), which will modulate activity in craving-related neural regions (e.g. ACC, VS). This ‘regulation’ account would further predict that regions modulated by mindful attention will be more strongly functionally connected to lateral PFC regions during mindfulness. In contrast, a ‘reduced reactivity’ account posits that mindful attention acts in bottom-up manner in ways where one can nonjudgmentally experience craving-related stimuli without reacting to it, thus directly reducing neural reactivity in craving-related regions (e.g. sgACC, VS) without concomitant activation of PFC. This account further predicts that regions modulated by mindful attention will be less strongly connected to other craving-related regions, and will not be more strongly connected to lateral PFC regions during mindfulness.

METHODS

Participants

Participants were 54 right-handed smokers recruited as part of the Healthier Brains in Treating Smoking (HaBITS) study (P.I. Tindle), conducted at the University of Pittsburgh. All participants were adults ≥18 years who smoked at least 10 cigarettes per day at baseline and expressed a strong desire to quit smoking within the following month. Exclusion criteria included medication that could affect the nervous system during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) scanning (such as β-blocker, analgesic or any psychotropic medication), pregnancy, history of brain injury, cognitive impairment such as dementia, untreated psychiatric illness such as hallucinations or active depression, and concomitant substance use. Participants first completed a telephone screen to determine eligibility, and within 2 weeks conducted an initial visit to deliver informed consent and administer a baseline questionnaire. During the phone screen and the baseline visit, participants were screened verbally for psychiatric or substance abuse disorders and informed that they would be screened for drugs at all fMRI visits. They also completed the Beck Depression Inventory II (Beck et al., 1996) as a means of assessing depressive symptomatology. This study was approved by both University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon Internal Review Boards. All participants provided informed consent and were reimbursed for their participation.

Stimuli

Participants viewed different types of pictures and were instructed to think about them in different ways depending on the instruction they were given. There were three types of pictures (smoking, e.g. a lit cigarette; neutral, e.g. bookcases; and aversive, e.g. injured people), preceded by one of three instructions (Look, Mindfully Attend or Reappraise) for a total of seven conditions (LookSmoking, LookNeutral, LookDistressing, MindfulSmoking, MindfulDistressing, ReappraiseSmoking and ReappraiseDistressing). Findings associated with the reappraisal instruction and aversive stimuli will be described in a separate paper and are not reported here.

Neutral and aversive stimuli were selected from the International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al., 1997). Smoking stimuli came from two sources: the ‘International Smoking Image Series’ (ISIS; Gilbert and Rabinovich, 1999) and images purchased from istockphoto.com. For the latter, a separate sample of cigarette smokers viewed the pictures and provided ratings of craving on a 7-point scale; these were averaged and matched to the standardized ratings provided with the ISIS stimuli. The final sample consisted of 12 pictures, all of which were >3 on this scale; mean craving rating was 4.6 out of 7 in the pilot. Smoking-related images were balanced between the LookSmoking and MindfulSmoking conditions, such that average craving score did not differ between the two conditions. Stimuli for smoking and neutral conditions contained roughly equal numbers of pictures of faces, balanced for gender and were counterbalanced across the three types of instruction.

Procedure and training

Prior to scan day, participants were asked to abstain from smoking for at least 12 h. Abstinence (determined as <13 ppm) was biochemically validated upon arrival at the scan facility using a carbon monoxide monitor (Bedfont, Rochester, UK). Additionally, all participants were required
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to provide a negative a urine screen for cocaine, THC, methamphetamine, and opiates at the scan site.

Before entering the scanner, a researcher conducted a brief training session. After explaining the task instructions, the researcher walked participants through a set of practice pictures. Participants practiced each instruction [Look, Mindfully Attend and Reappraise (not reported here)], verbalizing their thought processes, and the researcher gave corrective feedback. For the LOOK instruction, participants were asked simply to relax and view the picture as naturally as possible. For the MINDFULLY ATTEND condition, participants were instructed to actively focus on their responses to the picture, including thoughts, feelings, memories and bodily sensations, while maintaining a nonjudgmental attitude toward those responses. MINDFULLY ATTEND was not described as a strategy to reduce craving; rather, researchers emphasized that whatever sensations the participant experienced—including craving—were to be noticed as open-mindedly as possible. Instructions explicitly asked participants to ‘notice and accept’ their internal experience. Finally, participants practiced rating their craving and negative affect.

**Scan session**

The task consisted of four 7-min runs in an event-related design. Within each run, each condition (e.g. MindfulSmoking) was repeated three times for a total of 21 pictures. The order of conditions was pseudo-randomized with the constraint that no two consecutive pictures would be of the same type or instruction.

Each trial was constructed as follows: participants saw a 2-s instruction slide (LOOK or MINDFULLY ATTEND), a fixation cross of jittered duration (~1.5 s), the stimulus picture for 8 s, two 4-s rating slides (the first for craving and the second for negative emotion) and finally a 2-s rest before the next trial began (Figure 1). Participants made ratings using a data glove with a button for each finger (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). Ratings ranged from 1 (weak) to 5 (strong). Inter-stimulus intervals were jittered from 0 to 2500 ms, distributed exponentially; the order of jitters was randomized and was the same for all participants. The task was constructed using E-Prime 2.0 Professional (Psychology Software Tools). Stimuli were viewed on a 6 x 9” screen projected to a mirror mounted on the head coil (approximating 18° distance from head).

![Fig. 1 Scanning task design. Schematic illustration of a single trial. Each trial began with a 2500-ms long instruction (LOOK or MINDFULLY ATTEND or REAPPRAISE), followed by a jittered interval. A photo was then presented onscreen for 8000 ms (neutral, negative or smoking). Subsequently, participants were asked to rate the strength of their craving and negative affect. Trials were separated by a 2000-ms intertrial interval.](image-url)
Data acquisition and analysis

All scans were performed at the Brain Imaging Research Center in Pittsburgh. Data were collected on a Siemens Allegra 3.0T scanner using a one-channel birdcage head coil. Participants’ heads were restrained using foam padding and surgical tape across the forehead. For each participant, a high-resolution 3-dimensional $T_1$-weighted gradient echo image was acquired with TI = 800 ms, TR = 1630 ms, TE = 2.48 ms and flip angle = $8^\circ$. This scan recorded 224 slices with acquisition matrix $256 \times 256$, field of view = 205 mm and voxel size of $0.8 \times 0.8 \times 0.8$ mm$^3$. Functional scans were acquired using an echo-planar pulse sequence with TR = 2 s, TE = 28 ms and flip angle = $79^\circ$. Each pulse recorded 34 oblique axial slices with slice thickness 3.2 mm (no gap); field of view was 205 mm and matrix size was $64 \times 64$ generating $3.2 \times 3.2 \times 3.2$ mm$^3$ voxels. Four runs were acquired, each comprising 218 volumes.

The imaging data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM8, Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, Institute of Neurology, London, UK). The data were field-map corrected, slice-timing corrected, realigned to the mean image of the first functional run and smoothed with a 4-mm Gaussian kernel (FWHM) to be in the preferred format for the motion correction program, ArtRepair (Mazaika et al., 2009). ArtRepair applied an algorithm to each run to suppress interpolation errors due to large motion. Then, TRs with excessive fast motion (>1.5 mm/TR) or large global signal variation were repaired using linear interpolation. This motion corrected data was then co-registered to the $T_1$ structural image, which was normalized to a standard stereotactic space as defined by the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI). Finally, the normalization parameters were applied to the co-registered functional images, and smoothed with a 7-mm Gaussian kernel (FWHM).

For each participant, each condition (e.g. MindfulSmoking) was modeled as an event convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. The rest period after instruction was modeled as an explicit baseline and rests between trials were left unmodeled. Planned comparisons between conditions of interest were computed in SPM8 as linear contrasts. The single subject results were then submitted to a second-level random-effects group analysis. A Monte Carlo Simulation using AlphaSim implemented in AFNI (Cox, 1996) of our whole-brain volume demonstrated that a cluster extent cutoff of at least 54 contiguous voxels exceeding a voxel-wise threshold of $P < 0.001$ provided a multiple-comparison correction at $P < 0.05$.

To further test our alternative hypotheses regarding the mechanism by which mindful attention may modulate craving, additional psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analyses (Friston et al., 1997) were conducted using the SPM PPI toolbox. For each subject, volumes of interest were extracted and used as seeds in single-subject whole-brain PPI analyses. These were combined into a group-level t-test to identify regions exhibiting connectivity with the seed region.

RESULTS

Sample characteristics

Several participants ($n = 7$) were excluded in the imaging analyses due to excessive head motion, errors with the response glove, or failure to perform the task correctly, and thus we present the self-reported craving results on the full sample ($n = 54$) and on the neuroimaging subsample ($n = 47$). The neuroimaging sample did not differ from the full sample on demographic or nicotine dependence variables. Self-reported craving was not associated with SES, ethnicity, sex, income or grade level (all $P's > 0.05$).

Psychiatric comorbidity was not formally assessed, but scores on the Beck Depression Inventory II (Beck et al., 1996) were on average below the clinical cutoff for depression (13), suggestive of a low level of depressive mood comorbidity within our sample. Participant characteristics are reported in Table 1.

Behavioral analyses: self-reported craving

To determine whether mindful attention reduced self-reported craving to smoking and neutral images, a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to test for significant differences between the three conditions: passively viewing neutral images (LookNeutral), passively viewing smoking images (LookSmoking) or mindfully attending to smoking images (MindfulSmoking). We conducted these tests first with the entire sample ($n = 54$). Consistent with predictions, the repeated measures ANOVA indicated a

Table 1 Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>$M$ (s.d.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age ($M$ (s.d.)) (years)</td>
<td>45 (11.35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (%)</td>
<td>female 31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (%)</td>
<td>African-American 47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Caucasian 51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed high school (%)</td>
<td>49.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual income (%)</td>
<td>&lt;$20000 55.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$20000 - 50000 25.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$50000 - 75000 15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;$75000 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck depression inventory II score ($M$ (s.d.))</td>
<td>7.41 (6.53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scored &gt;13 (%)</td>
<td>86.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Nicotine dependence (FTND)$^a$ | 5.03 (2.25) |
| Cigarettes per day | 17.58 (8.10) |
| Years of smoking | 25.78 (11.11) |
| Baseline CO level | 13.94 (6.79) |

$^a$Beck et al., 1996.

significant difference between conditions \( F(2,53) = 14.57, P<0.001, \eta^2 = 0.36 \). Specifically, looking at smoking images produced the highest self-reported craving (M = 2.82, s.d. = 1.07), followed by mindful attention (M = 2.70, s.d. = 1.01), and looking at neutral images (M = 2.20, s.d. = 0.90) (Figure 2). We then performed follow-up paired samples t-tests between conditions. Consistent with predictions, craving was greater for LookSmoking than for LookNeutral \( t(46) = 5.25, P<0.0001 \) or MindfulSmoking \( t(46) = -2.09, P<0.05 \), indicating that mindful attention helped to reduce self-reported craving. The same pattern of results was observed in the neuroimaging subsample \( (n = 47) \): the repeated measures ANOVA was significant \( F(2,46) = 22.63, P<0.001, \eta^2 = 0.33 \), as was the paired t-test between LookSmoking and LookNeutral \( t(46) = 4.93, P<0.0001 \). The paired t-test comparing MindfulSmoking to LookSmoking was marginally significant \( t(46) = -1.76, P = 0.09 \) in this subsample.

A similar pattern emerged for ratings of distress to smoking and neutral images. The repeated measures ANOVA was significant \( F(2,46) = 6.30, P<0.01, \eta^2 = 0.12 \). Paired t-tests revealed that distress ratings were significantly lower in the LookNeutral condition (M = 1.99, s.d. = 0.85) than in the LookSmoking condition (M = 2.31, s.d. = 1.03, \( t(46) = 2.90, P<0.01 \)). Distress was also decreased in the MindfulSmoking condition (M = 2.19, s.d. = 0.93) \( t(46) = -2.30, P<0.05 \) compared to LookSmoking. This pattern of behavioral results suggested that mindful attention can reduce both craving and concomitant distress that can accompany viewing smoking stimuli in 12-h abstinent smokers.

### fMRI analyses

**Smoking cue manipulation check: passively viewing smoking images increases activity in craving-related regions** (LookSmoking > LookNeutral). We first examined whether viewing smoking images activated craving-related neural regions in the LookSmoking > LookNeutral contrast. Consistent with expectations, craving-area activations were observed in right precuneus and left medial frontal gyrus/ventral ACC, as previously reported (Brody et al., 2004; Sinha and Li, 2007) (details displayed in Table 2).

Mindfully attending to smoking images reduces craving-related neural reactivity (MindfulSmoking > LookSmoking). Activity during the MindfulSmoking condition was contrasted with the LookSmoking condition to determine which brain areas showed increased or decreased activity while mindfully attending to smoking images. In support of the reduced reactivity account, we found a large region of bilateral subgenual ACC/VMPFC to show reduced activity in the MindfulSmoking > LookSmoking contrast (BA 32/24/10, 12, 34, \( Z = -4.77, k = 279 \)) (Figure 3). To test the regulation account, namely that mindful attention would be associated

### Table 2 Activations seen in the LookSmoking > LookNeutral contrast

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomic region</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Cluster size</th>
<th>Peak activation (MNI)</th>
<th>t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Activations</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precuneus</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medial frontal gyrus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>-4</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deactivations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fusiform gyrus</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>-64</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 3** Activations during MindfulSmoking > LookSmoking. Regions modulated by mindful attention. Sagittal \( (x = 14) \), coronal \( (y = 38) \) and axial slices \( (z = -4) \) views of sgACC, which was significantly less activated during mindful attention to smoking pictures, compared to passive viewing.
with increased activity in lateral PFC regions, we looked for regions of relatively increased activity during mindful attention (in the MindfulSmoking > LookSmoking contrast), but no areas in a whole-brain analysis showed increased activity.

To determine whether the region of ACC that was modulated in MindfulSmoking overlapped with the sgACC activation observed in the craving contrast (LookSmoking > LookNeutral), the deactivated region in MindfulSmoking > LookSmoking was used to generate a functional mask, which was applied to the LookSmoking > LookNeutral contrast. Indeed, there was a significant cluster in left sgACC that was active while viewing smoking images and which was deactivated during mindful attention (BA 32/10, 8, 46, −8, k = 53). This region is shown in Figure 4.

In the MindfulSmoking > LookNeutral contrast, however this region showed neither activation nor deactivation. Together these results suggest that this region was activated by passive looking at smoking images (LookSmoking) compared to neutral images (LookNeutral). Mindful attention to smoking images (MindfulSmoking), however, appeared to decrease activity back to the level of LookNeutral. This finding supports the reduced reactivity account for mindful attention, suggesting that mindful attention reduces neural activation in a known craving-related region (sgACC).

**Functional connectivity of sgACC.** To further test our regulation vs reactivity hypotheses, PPI analysis was conducted to identify neural regions that were functionally connected with the sgACC cluster that was modulated during mindful attention (MindfulSmoking). An 8-mm cluster centered around the peak right sgACC cluster in the MindfulSmoking > LookSmoking group contrast was functionally defined as a seed region, and used in a group-level PPI connectivity analysis. Consistent with the reduced reactivity account, the sgACC cluster showed reduced functional connectivity with other craving-related regions, including bilateral insula and VS (Figure 5 and Table 3), during the MindfulSmoking condition compared to the LookSmoking condition. To help visualize this interaction, we provide representative single-subject plots comparing connectivity of sgACC with two regions (VS and insula) between the MindfulSmoking and LookSmoking conditions (Figure 6). This finding suggests that functional coupling in craving neurocircuitry during passive viewing of smoking images is reduced during mindful attention. This connectivity also did not support the regulation account, we found no lateral PFC regions that were more strongly connected with sgACC during mindfulness compared to passive viewing.

**DISCUSSION**

**Mindful attention and reduced reactivity to craving**

To our knowledge, the present study is the first to examine the neural pathways linking mindful attention to reduced
cigarette craving. Our self-report results provide supporting evidence that mindful attention can reduce craving even among smokers who have no formal meditation experience. Furthermore, our imaging results suggest that mindful attention decreases craving-related activity in sgACC, and may reduce functional connectivity between the sgACC and other craving-related regions.

With the fMRI data, we directly tested two competing pathways by which mindful-attention may reduce craving. Our findings lend support to the ‘reduced reactivity’ account, which suggests that mindfulness acts as a ‘bottom-up’ attention to one’s present moment experience (‘bare attention’, cf. Brown et al., 2007). We found activity in subgenual ACC increased for smoking images during passive looking, but decreased activity to smoking images during mindful attention. This suggests that nonjudgmental attention to one’s craving-related experience lessens not only the subjective experience of craving, but also its neural correlates. Conversely, we found no evidence supporting a ‘regulatory’ pathway in this study as there was no evidence for increased recruitment of lateral PFC during mindful attention in this meditation-naïve sample. The results of the PPI analysis further support the ‘reduced reactivity’

Table 3  Regions showing negative PPI with right vACC during MindfulSmoking > LookSmoking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anatomic region</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Cluster size</th>
<th>Peak activation (MNI)</th>
<th>t</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x y z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premotor</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>3228</td>
<td>6 -8 68</td>
<td>-5.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>-22 30 40</td>
<td>-4.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precuneus</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>R</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>16 -70 26</td>
<td>-4.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior parietal lobule</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>54 34 32</td>
<td>-4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insula</td>
<td>13/22</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>1412</td>
<td>-46 -18 8</td>
<td>-5.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R</td>
<td>2489</td>
<td>50 -22 14</td>
<td>-5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caudate</td>
<td></td>
<td>L</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>14 16 0</td>
<td>-4.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5  Functional connectivity in MindfulSmoking > LookSmoking. Regions that were functionally connected to sgACC seed during mindful attention to smoking stimuli compared to passive viewing. Highlighted regions are part of a network previously associated with craving, including the VS and insula.

Fig. 6  Representative single-subject plots of functional connectivity in VS and insula. Activity in VS and insula from two different subjects compared to ACC activity in MindfulSmoking and LookSmoking conditions. Functional coupling between ACC and insula (A) and VS (B) was greater in the LookSmoking condition than in the MindfulSmoking condition.
account. We found that activity in sgACC seed region was less functionally connected to other craving-related regions during mindful attention, and not more strongly connected to any lateral PFC regulatory regions.

Thus far, the ‘reduced reactivity’ account has received relatively less consideration in the mindfulness literature. However, we believe this is because most studies examining the relationship between mindfulness and emotion have included active self-regulatory tasks. For instance, Creswell et al. (2007) used an affect-labeling technique, while the paradigm employed by Farb et al. (2007) involved reappraisal of words. Both of these tasks could be presumed to activate regions involved in active self-regulation. On the other hand, the current work compliments that of Zeidan et al. (2011) and Kober et al. (2011), in which participants are asked to notice and accept— but not ‘reappraise’—experiences such as pain. In both cases, mindfulness was associated with reductions in self-reported pain and pain-related brain activity, without concomitant increases in lateral-PFC regions, as predicted by the ‘active regulation’ account. Consistently, we trained participants to ‘notice and accept’ any feelings, sensations, etc., but not to reappraise, let go of, or distance themselves from any such perceptions. We feel that this approach is similar to the deployment of mindful attention used during meditation, and also encouraged in mindfulness-based interventions. As other authors have pointed out (Davidson, 2010; Williams, 2010; Chiesa et al., 2011), this observation underscores the importance of specifying how ‘mindfulness’ is defined and experimentally manipulated in research studies.

Our finding of reduced activity in sgACC during mindful attention is consistent with what is known about the functional significance of this region to substance use disorders and craving. Subgenual ACC appears to be directly involved in craving (Kober et al., 2010; Heatherton and Wagner, 2011) as well as more generally in emotion (Kober et al., 2008) and in mood psychopathology (Etkin and Wager, 2007; Drevets et al., 2009). The most direct evidence for the role of sgACC in cue-induced craving has been from Brody and colleagues, who found in several studies that this region was more metabolically active in heavy smokers during cue-induced craving (Brody et al., 2002), but this neural effect, along with self-reported craving, was blunted by treatment with bupropion (Brody et al., 2002). The decrease in sgACC activity we observed during mindful attention also extended to VMPFC, including the medial BA10 region. BA10 is posited to encode the subjective value of goods, such as an appetitive snack or monetary gamble (Damasio, 1994; Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Hare et al., 2008).

In addition to decreased activity in sgACC during mindful attention, we also found decreased functional connectivity between this region and a network of other craving-related areas including caudate, VS, premotor cortex and insula. All of these have been related to cigarette craving and smoking behavior in prior research (Naqvi and Bechara, 2010; Kühn and Gallinat, 2011). VS, in particular, is a known substrate of reward-related processing (Volkow et al., 2006; Franklin et al., 2009) and has been associated with dependence on nicotine as well as alcohol and cocaine (Kühn and Gallinat, 2011). Caudate and premotor cortex have both been reported in prior studies with cue-induced craving, are associated with severity of nicotine dependence (McClernon et al., 2005, 2007) and are implicated in the relationship between craving and smoking (Berkman et al., 2011). These regions are involved in motor planning, and it has been suggested that responses here reflect associations between smoking cues and motivated actions learned through repeated exposure (e.g. the act of smoking; Smolka et al., 2006). Finally, insula appears to play a particularly important role in substance use disorders, as damage to this region disrupts addiction to cigarettes (Naqvi et al., 2007). It has been hypothesized that this region may represent the interoceptive effects of craving (Gray and Critchley, 2007; Garavan, 2010).

Strengths and limitations

Major strengths of the study include the large neuroimaging sample size, the analytic approach, and the ecological and face validity of our task and participants. Our sample of smokers was abstinent and treatment seeking. They were also naïve to meditation practices, which is representative of most of the 46 million US adult smokers, only ~14% of whom report having used mind body therapies such as mindfulness (Tindle et al., 2005). Furthermore, our mindful attention instructions were simple and fast to teach, making them similar to what a clinician might use in a brief intervention setting. Finally, the greatest strength of our study was the use of fMRI to elucidate the regulatory vs reduced reactivity mechanisms linking mindfulness to reduced cue-induced craving.

We did not collect information on psychiatric comorbidity within our sample, with the exception of the BDI-II (Beck et al., 1996). We feel that our decision not to exclude based on psychiatric comorbidity rendered our sample more generalizable to smokers in the USA. Specifically, current estimates indicate that 44% of all cigarettes sold in the US are smoked by individuals with diagnosed psychiatric disorders (Lasser et al., 2000). However, having more information about the psychiatric profile of our participants by way of a diagnostic interview would have provided more information about the psychiatric comorbidities in our sample, which is a limitation of the present work.

Given our design, one potential limitation is the possibility of an expectancy effect caused by our mindful attention instructions (i.e. our participants may have expected their craving to decrease, and therefore reported likewise in spite of their actual experiences). However, we think this is unlikely because we intentionally did not describe mindful
attention as a craving-reduction strategy. Additionally, evidence from prior research indicates that self-reporting of affective changes in similar study designs is not linked to measures of social desirability (Ochsner et al., 2002). If anything, participants might expect the task to ‘increase’ their craving, following the general expectation that directing attention toward a given experience will increase the strength of that experience (Lieberman et al., 2011).

We were limited in the number of conditions we were able to assess while participants underwent neuroimaging. For example, we did not include a condition exploring how mindful attention affects neural and self-reported craving response to neutral images. Previous research suggests that mindful attention may increase self-reported positive affect to neutral stimuli (Arch and Craske, 2006), suggesting the possibility (to be assessed in future studies) that mindful attention may affect craving responses to neutral images in smokers. It is possible that carry-over neural activity may have contributed to the present results (Siegle et al., 2002), although we attempted to minimize this possibility through counterbalancing the order of task trials across participants. Finally, the present work describes the benefits of a brief mindful attentional state on craving, and the extent to which the observed effects may change or evolve over time is unclear. A randomized controlled trial of mindfulness in comparison to a rigorous control therapy would be required to fully elucidate the effects of mindfulness training interventions on neural and self-reported craving in smoking populations.

Summary

Overall, the present work suggests that mindful attention can reduce craving, and does so by decreasing activity and functional connectivity in regions of the brain known to subserve cigarette craving. Our work provides a potential neural mechanism for how mindfulness-based treatments improve smoking cessation (Bowen and Marlatt, 2009; Brewer et al., in press), and suggests that the mechanism of action may be via reduced reactivity rather than active self-regulation via lateral PFC. Thus, the present results suggest that mindful attention might be qualitatively distinct compared to cognitive regulation strategies that have been studied thus far in smokers (e.g. Kober et al., 2010). Although more research is needed to explore these neural craving pathways in mindfulness training randomized controlled trials, the present work corroborates Buddhist accounts of mindfulness and the hindrance of craving (Forgas, 2005), suggesting that mindful attention can reduce self-reported and neural reactivity to cue-induced craving.
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